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Scrabble tile font

google Scrabble Free Font The best website for free high quality Scrabble fonts, with 13 free Scrabble fonts for instant download, and ➔ 7 professional Scrabble fonts at the best price on the internet. 13 Free Scrabble Fonts Other users are also searching for: scrabble, board games, boards, wild boar Experience a huge
collection of fonts and hand-reviewed graphic assets. All fonts you need, and many other design elements, are available for a monthly subscription by subscribing to Envato Elements. The subscription costs $16.50 per month and gives you unlimited access to a massive and growing library of 1,500,000+ items that can
be downloaded as often as you need (stock photos too)! Photo taken by Beth Wiggins for LTK The official Scrabble story page talks about how they stamped individual letter tiles in the first place, but there is no specific mention of which font they chose. We reached out directly to Hasbro, the creators of Scrabble board
games, and they told us that Scrabble letter tiles are Eurostile. Originally designed by Aldo Novarese in 1962, Eurostile is a geometric sans-serif font. You can find it on signage and even science fiction art that evokes a sense of functional, modern architecture. Emphasis is placed on straight lines with less rounded
corners. Alphabet in Eurostile fontEurostileOfficial Scrabble Game Font Is Interstate BoldSome people may assume that Scrabble letter font is the same as Scrabble game font, but that's not actually true. The font used on Scrabble board squares though, like triple word score, is not Eurostile.Hasbro says the game font is
Interstate Bold.Tobias Frere-Jones designed the Interstate font in the 1990s. The font is based on a signage fatfat sign for the US Federal Highway Administration in 1949. In this way, Interstate and Interstate Bold share the good signage characteristic of Eurostile. It's also great for print displays, as would be the case
with a game board. Alphabet in Interstate BoldInterstate BoldAlternative Scrabble Letter FontsPrior to receive the official word from Hasbro, we initiated a bit of detective work to determine what font used for Scrabble letter tiles. Inspection of individual Scrabble letter tiles, including Scrabble letter values, we find that the
Scrabble letter font is simple and clean, emphasizing readability. It is a sans serif font with almost no embellishment. If you can't find or use Eurostile (or Interstate Bold), these fonts may be suitable alternatives to consider. Futura Font FamilySeveral online users have suggested that futura font family in general (and
Futura Bold in particular) could be Scrabble tile font. But that's not quite right. In Futura, both diagonal strokes in the letter K go directly into the vertical line. On the K tile in Scrabble, the lower diagonal with the top diagonal line. Alphabet in Futura FontFuturaNews Gothic StandardQuora author Ananda Das, who has
learned about fonts and and 50 years, makes another suggestion. He believes News Gothic Standard is closest to the Scrabble letter tile font. When you look at some letters where we would get the greatest variation, News Gothic Standard seems to be holding up. Look at the letters G, K and Q in particular. It seems to
be a pretty good fight! Alphabet in News Gothic FontNews GothicFranklin GothicShelly of 100Things2Do decided to take on a Scrabble tile DIY project for wall décor. Like us, she found online sources saying the font for Scrabble tiles is Futura Bold. She also found that it wasn't quite right. Instead, she found a closer
match in Franklin Gothic. As with News Gothic Standard, Franklin Gothic offers a good match on letters like G, K, Q, and R. Alphabet in Franklin Gothic FontFranklin GothicOld UK Version of Scrabble: Modified PeignotThere isn't just a version of Scrabble with just a set of letter tiles either. To date, 69 different Scrabble
sets have been created covering dozens of languages from around the world (and beyond). There's even a Klingon set! A member at Typography.Guru asked about the tiles in the old British version of the board game Scrabble. The font is definitely quite different from the standard Scrabble set from above. The letters
have asymmetric lines, like how the left side of the letter A is thinner than the right side. C is also thicker on the vertical part than on the top and bottom. Users on this site seem to agree that the old UK version of Scrabble uses a modified version of peignot font. The font is the same, but not identical. Alphabet in Peignot
FontPeignotCustom digital fonts for ScrabbleOne more curve ball. The physical letter tiles of a physical Scrabble game may not be replicated in exactly the same way for digital versions of the game or in Scrabble-inspired creative design. The Scramble font of Byte-sized Computing gives us the feel of Scrabble, and it
shares some properties with Eurostile, Franklin Gothic, and News Gothic Standard. At the same time, the strokes are shown rounders with rounded tips. ScrambleMixed by Character, on the same page, offers a similar approach. Alphabet in Scramble FontScrambleThe Future of ScrabbleWhether you're planning on a
Pinterest-worthy DIY project, or you're just curious to know, now you've heard it from the source. The official Scrabble letter font is Eurostile. If you can't get your hands on Eurostile, a sans serif gothic font like News Gothic Standard is a suitable replacement. Go ahead and get the design! Michael Kwan is a professional
writer and editor with over 14 years of experience. Powered by caffeine and WiFi, he is no stranger to puns and dad jokes. I recently realized that my projects are too late. Big diy projects generate a lot more Pinterest traffic for my website, but they also take a lot more time and money to make. And how many coffee
tables does a family really need? My friend Rita sent a picture of a gallery wall that she fell in love with and asked if it was something I could copy for her – so I decided to break down the wall in steps to show you how you can create large décor pieces on a smaller scale. First up inspiration photo – I'm sorry, I don't know
where it came from giving the author credit: How to make Scrabble tiles Step one of the project was to get all the names she wanted done in scrabble tiles and then to lay them out – either by cutting up pieces of paper to size, or using Sketchup Make (which is free But has a small learning curve) to figure out how to
make it all fit in her wall room. The first plans I sent Rita had each DIY Scrabble tile of 6 square - but given the length of the names involved, that amounted to more wall space than was available. Rita asked that I shrink them down a bit, so I cut 4.5 squares instead. (slightly larger than in the table) Using a 1×6 at 8 feet
long, I was able to get 25 tiles from a table and a half. A 1×6 will give you a 5.5 tile, so I had enough leeway to cut each tile down to get my 4.5 with some good sharp edges (store lumber is usually rounded and not as crisp as you'll want these to see). I gave each tile a grinding of 80 gravel and another grinding of 120
gravel, adding a small oblique edge to each side using my (favorite) grinder. I applied a layer of Minwax Special Walnut and then wiped the excess out within about 5 minutes. The tiles should be relatively light, so the letters and figures on the face will stand out, so a layer of stain was enough and I dried them as cleanly
as I could. Let dry overnight. While your tiles are drying, and if you have a Silhouette or Cricut cutting machine, you can size and cut your letters out. I read online that the font for Scrabble tiles is Futura Bold, but when I compared it to Franklin Gothic, I found the other to be a closer match. If you need to look online to see
fonts or to look up the number values Scrabble tiles check this out. (The number 1 value looks better in Futura Bold, but the rest of the numbers were Franklin Gothic) If you don't have a cutting machine - don't worry, you can still do this, it will just take a bit more effort; Type the letters in a Word document and make sure
the font size matches the size of your fields. Print (the journal form is fine). Lay each letter over its designated tile and track with a pen - press firmly. When you remove the paper, you should see a clear indentation in the tree that outlines each letter. Now you can just fill it with a small brush and some black craft paint



from the dollar store! I did my best to center each letter on each tile and glued the letter (and the value in the lower right corner) so they were as tight to the tree as possible. I applied a layer of triple-thick varnish in the satin finish and let dry. These are so easy to make and very cheap – all you need is a little time. Whip
some up as Scrabble coasters instead of drinking markers markers wine charm. Make larger and use for outdoor décor (with an outdoor sealer/varnish). This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. I'm Shelly. single mother, daughter, sister and unified class-clown. 100Things2Do
is where I share my triumphs (and fail) as I DIY my way through life. 100Things2Do.ca is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com and affiliated websites. Sites.
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